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study, Professor Brower's book more suitably fills the role of an
excellent incentive for advanced college classes in literary criticism and for the thoughtful general reader ~

Vernon Y Dung

MORE THINGS IN
HEAVEN AND EARTH ...
Books' presentation of such a figure as Paracelsus is another welcome curiosity to the lay reader, for it
brings into focus a feature of Western thought usually neglected in even the better histories of ideas at present available.
The Swiss Theophrastus Bombastus (etc.!), called Paracelsus, belonged, in his own intransigent fashion, to that revolt against
Classical and Medieval Humanism which Hiram Haydn has exhaustively charted and pertineptly named-theCounter-Renaissance. This broad and radical movement of revision included
naturalists and romantics. cynics and idealists. scientists and mystics; jt was negatively united in its separate revolts by universal
opposition to. above all, the authority of Aristotle and Thomas
Aquinas. and to any theory pf the condition of man based on assumptions untested either by direct experience (variously interpreted) or by the emerging sciences of verifiable data.
In a side-ehannel of this current. Paracelsus the physician.
alchemist, mystic,. heretical vagabond, went his valorous and
crotchety way. The selections from his life-long pronouncements
here decocted by Jolande Jacobi in a seemingly excellent translation by Norbert Guterman 1 reveal a spirited, .fervent, nonconformist mentality. carrying on a RefoTII\ation a1I'\his own in
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vivid earth-boul1d language strangely compounded with the symbolism of alchemy and astronomy (Le., largely astrology) . Discoursing on the properties of earth and man, the relations of the
sexes, the conduct and mission of applied medicine, on nature,
ethics and diabolism, he displays a mind at once disordered, sophistical and visionary, yet often practical, wholesome and exact
in its perception of etiology as well as of effect. His bold ability to
cut under the surface of things to disclose, if only figuratively, the
organic unity beneath, links him with Pico della Mirandola,
while the untutored joy and stubbornness of his proclamations
reminds us, at times, of Van Gogh or of D. H. Lawrence. From
the pragmatic standpoint it will interest our contemporaries that
he was the first to use mercury as a cure for syphilis, but his legacy
to medicine generally seems no more redoubtable than his possession of The Truth with which Miss Jacobi, in her ponderous introduction, humorlessly credits him. Not Truth but the pilSSion
for empirically seeking it among the living examples of earth is
the distinguishing feature of Paracelsus' personality: that, and a
cosmic sense as opposed to the merely social sense, the sense that
bred in him wrong-headedness, vituperation and superstition as
well as a glory of symbolic speech, his self-contrived poetry that
. scanned both earth and high heaven.
Despite the organic unity of the Bollingen Series (extending
to its consistently handsome formats) ,it does not ~o to read Paracelsus in too close proximity to the late Heinrich Zimmer's Philosophies of India,2 since by contrast with the scope of any single
conception in the Hindu pantheon, Paracelsus is a soul-mate of
Benjamin Franklin. To read, through the offices of Joseph Campbell's intelligent editing, Zimmer's controlled synthesis of the
vast kaleido~cope of Indian thought-Jainism, Brahmanism;
Sankhya-Yoga, Buddhism-is to receive the shock of prodigality
and to be once again reminded of how relatively meager our own
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religious traditions are when confronted with the manifold and
sublime creations of the Hindu soul. As Zimmer himself has
pointed out in his Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization (Bollingen VI) , which should be read in conjunction with
the present volume, our \Vestern tradition has contented itself,
in terms of its metaphysic, with the tribal records of the Ancient
Hebrews, the Four Gospels, the pamphlets of St. Paul and a few
other apostles, and the lurid arcana of the Book of Revelation.
Undeniably majestic these works may be, but compare them
with the dynamic teleologies of the Indi~n world-even adding
the Arthurian legends, the Eddas and the, N iebelunglied to make
a corp~s of Western myth-and they represent but a fe,w limited
attitudes toward the nature of man and his role in the universal
round, toward the etiology of being and toward the colossal cycles
of historical assurgence and decline. Onlylour modern science has _
offe~_ed a picture comparably infinite, yet this is still a hypothesis
of material processes, not a cosmology of moral for~es and interpretations.Not that the Hindu books of wisdom did not essaty
matters of space and terrestrial 'time in t&eir own opulent way;
their ultimate value, however, is figurative ,and spiritual, not
literal and materialistic nor even, in our assertive sense of the
word, humanitarian. Philosophies, therefore, as Zimmer grants,
is not, from our view, an accurate term, since in all the religions
of all India's centuries the transcendence of cognized reality, not
the analysis of it, has been the major concern. Religion, philosophyand myth were inextricably fused, as in fact they appear to
have been in every important culture outside of our own (in its
later development) and the Greco-Roman.
The essential qualities, then, of those 'philosophies' that arose
and mingled on the rich soil of India should be characterized
(and no reviewer can hope to do more than just that) by such
words as protean, interpenetrating, transforming, multi/oUate.
In such a concept as maya, meaning that by which an artifact, an
'appearance,' is produced, meaning also the Life-illusion, and also
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the power of the gods to assume diverse shapes through various
assumptions of their subtle essence; in the divine quartet of Vishnu, Brahma, Shiva and Indra (with Shiva, in later myth, enacting
Vishnu and Brahma, too); in the cosmic dance of Shiva, manifesting eternal energy in five activities; in the Shri Yantra triangles, denoting male and female principles and the primal point
.of power; in the exposition of the four aims of human\life-Artha, Kama, Dhanna and Moksa: in these and in a host of other
concepts, disciplines, art-expressions or legends, the Hindu vision
(centrally the Brahman vision) sees life as an "incessant interaction of co-operating opposites." In relation to a scheme of understanding and salvation that we, as awed and assailed spectators, wish, to gain from it, its total validity stems, perhaps, from
its' pitiless view of flux, in which Good and Evil, Virtue and Sil!t,
Reward and Punishment, Chastity, Labor, Redemption and
Judgment Day (all the linear and dualistic terms of our egocentered religious experience) are dissolved into a provincial
limbo, or condensed, rather, within this unending and grandiose
Hindu metaphor that reduces the individual biography to a
minor stance in the universal, cosmic ritual of emanation, fertility, dissolution and re-absorption, ad infinitum: "the delirium of
the manifested fonns."
The extent to which any phase of Hinduism or of any other
Oriental religion may modify our future metaphysic, assuming
we retain any whatsoever, will doubtless depend on international
commitments now in the making. Even with no more compelling
reasons, it seems to this reviewer that if, by one definition, religion is a complex expression of man's inability to explain his
origin, identity and fate by rational means, the religion (s) of India is an aesthetic spectacle of tJ:1e first magnitude, one of the truly
great gestures whereby man sidesteps the bestiality of his existence. The latter paradox is in fact close to the heart of the matter, for Zimmer himself assures us in words which may well be
premonitory:
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India's propensity for transcendental pursuit and the misery of India's history are, most certainly, intimately related to each other; they
must not be regarded separately. The ruthless philosophy of politics
and the superhuman achievelIlents in metaphysics represent the two
sides of a single experience of life.

Robert Creeley

HOW TO WRITEA NOVEL
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have been obvious enough-mainly the injunction to hold to 'character and action,' and one novelist, of at least some reputation, has said he was constitutionally in favor of 'plot.' But it means very little.
Otherwise, one can go back to even the hackneyed examples.
liThe Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent~ ... appeared
on the 1st of January 1760." A simple fact; and from that time,
hence, like they say,at least one major ~vidJnce, against the above
rote, was there to be dealt with.
I am speaking, in short, of time-of what that is in a pr~se nar~
rative, and of what it has done there. As frame, as the main means
'to a coherent order.
It is certainly' very attractive. That is, it is a line, a very solid
one, for the hoisting up of anything which may interest the novelist; liis characters, etc., his apprehension of 'the meaning of life,'
etc. And, more than that, what other continuum is possible; how
else effect a reasonable series, how project, by language, the incident reality, say that it is there, and prove it?
At least that, for a clear sense of the problem~ ~Y sothe means
or other, this demanded, a man must make of his narrative a cohesion of the things: there occurring, must give them demonstrable relation. Which is order of a kind; and we've gone wrong,
E RULES
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